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The past
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1953



The present



Busy is cool!

How are you?

No kidding, I’m 
even busier than 

you!

Oh I’m busy!



What are you doing?

 Is busy the same as being productive?

 Is doing nothing unproductive?

 Is being productive the same as living 
life to the fullest?



It’s pathetic…
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An airplane ride I loved…



Who suffers from 
time poverty?



Children



Children

 Free time:    12 hours/week

 Unstructured outdoor activities:    50%

 Studying:    50% (despite research showing no 
benefit in elementary school)



Children

 Only 32% of children spend a lot of 
time with parents. 

 Reasons: parents’ work schedule and 
their own schedules. 



Children and family meals

 Young children: Strongest predictor of better 
achievement scores and fewer behavioral problems.

 Teenagers: Strong association with academic 
success, psychological adjustment, and lower rates 
of alcohol use, drug use, early sexual behavior and 
suicidal risk.

Time spent with parents 
is crucial factor.



Students

 Students spend 26 to 50 hours/week 
on media and internet.

 Peer pressure, fear of getting behind, 
fear of isolation and…no conversation 
to lose! 
 Awareness of trivial interactions!



Adults



Vacations on the decline in Québec

 18% - 39% are not taking all of their 
vacation days. 

 17% had to cancel vacation due to 
work

 25% need to work during vacation, 
37% in more educated workers



Too much work!

 40% of Americans work more than 
50 hours a week

 Americans work 9 weeks more per 
year than Europeans



Job addiction

 1/3 Canadians say they are 
workaholics and highly stressed. 

 70% of workaholics regret not 
spending enough time with family. 

Note: 45% of non-workaholics also regret!



 « I’ve come to feel that the nicest thing you 
can do for people these days is to cancel 
something. Try it. Announce a party and 
then cancel it. You’ll hear people breathe a 
sigh of relief. A free night! Or cancel a 
meeting at work. Pure joy! »

Cecile Andrews
Founder - Voluntary Simplicity Study Circles Movement



The future lies in 
time abundance!



Health



Impact of vacations on health

 Risk heart attack - 30% to 50%. 
 Depression
 Mental health problems
 Burnout
 Sleep patterns



Other leaves

 Parental leave
 Pre-natal care and paid family leave 

reduce child mortality and improve 
children’s health.

 Family leave
 Sick days



Consider this…

 In economic recessions…
deaths 



Consider this…

 Economic booms…
smoking
physical activity
obesity-producing diets

 Recessions…
TIME for exercise
TIME for leisure
TIME for family and friends
obesity
tobacco use





Productivity



Impact of vacations on productivity

 Productivity - drastically! 
– Reaction time 30-40%
– Performance 80%
– Productivity 60%

 Better perspective, more energy, less stress
 Absenteeism 
 Job satisfaction because life satisfaction

Note: It takes two continuous weeks to regroup resources.



Happiness



Time affluence

 Increases happiness

 Even for those who love being 
busy…and those high achievers   
among us! 
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Why?

Mindful attention

Need-fulfilling activities



Being human
Families

Relationships
Community

Civic involvement
Passion
Learning
Hobbies



Source: 
Take Back Your Time

www.timeday.org



Green planet



Source: 
Take Back Your Time

www.timeday.org



Need for cultural 
and personal 

change



Cultural change



Workplace



Workplace cultural change

 Face time
 Overwork and « commitment »
 Spillover of technologies beyond work 

(24/7 responsiveness unnecessary)
 Vacations and other leaves
 Respect for others’ time off
 Transparency



Social status



Social status and cultural change

 Why, as a society, have we chosen to 
define success and status with how 
little time we have?

 Why, instead, have we not decided to 
define it with character strength, 
harmonious relationships, depth of 
soul, or joy for life?



Social status and cultural change

 Are we tired yet of hearing those words?

 Performance
 Productivity
 Competition

 Do we recognize when we are applying 
them at large instead of applying them in 
highly specific contexts? 



Family



Family and cultural change

 Can we choose to slow down the lives 
of our children?

 What are they missing out on by living 
in such a structured and highly 
scheduled environment?



Personal change



Sources of 
esteem



Work as main source of esteem

 We let society define what should be 
our most important sources of esteem 
rather than defining them ourselves.

 Alternative sources of esteem ?

??
?



Work vs the rest of your life

 Sources of esteem and happiness fuel 
each other and make life whole

Family

Passions
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Consumption



The question we should ask

 We ask:
« How much money do I need to acquire this item 

and is it worth it? »

 We should ask:
« How much time out of my precious life do I need 

to invest to acquire this item, and is it worth 
it? »

« Could my time better be invested someplace 
else? »



Consuming gobbles up time

 Acquiring a possession =

Working
Shopping 
Decision-making
Choice overload 
Transportation
Installation
Cleaning
Maintenance
Repair
Disposal



Consumption

 The most common misunderstanding 
we have of life is how little it has to do 
with consumption. 

 But we keep on making those weird 
choices over and over again.



Making different choices

 Awareness:

 We don’t want to be left out!

 We focus on the choices we are making 
and forget the choices we are NOT 
making 



Time vs money



Time vs money

The imperative to spend our time 
well is not felt as strongly as the 

imperative to spend our money well.

When we make decisions, we more 
often think of the impact these will 

have on our wallet than on our time.  



Time vs money

 Lifetime unknown, abstract
 Bank account known, concrete

 Impression life is infinite
money is limited



Time is more important than money

Resources that
require $$Money



Time is more important than money

Resources that
require $$Money

Time

Resources 
that cannot be
obtained with $



Time vs money

Money can buy pleasures, 
but not true, deep, lasting happiness.



Time vs money

 Curvilinear relationship between 
wealth and well-being

 Linear relationship for time
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Time is our 
ultimate wealth



Time

Nothing…
absolutely nothing…
is more precious than time



What matters most in 
YOUR life?

It is incredibly easy to fill a lifetime
with trivial busy-ness and pursuits

while never accomplishing 
anything of significance.



What matters most in 
YOUR life?

It is also incredibly easy to spend
a lot of time with those we love

while never deepening our
relationships to the point of serene 

harmony and true meaning.



Baby steps

 Take time to truly savor one single minute today

 Bring into your awareness how precious this minute is in the 
scheme of your lifetime

 If it doesn’t seem that precious, it’s a sign that you are not 
engaged in what matters most to you in life

 If at all possible, make a change today to engage a little more 
in what matters most to you

 Caution: This can lead to a truly satisfying addiction and 
stability of happiness



Our inner old wise

The desire to leave well 
empowers us to live well.



Contact

Contact:

Visit:

info@isabellegingras.com

www.isabellegingras.com
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